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The Operation and Agriculture Supply Information System (OASIS) Enterprise Edition (EE) enables a large, 
complex organisation such as a multinational agribusiness, an international producer, and a government agency 
to have ultimate control. The organisation’s IT specialists can modify all parts of the program code making up 
all product features in the Standard Edition to create their own computer application that meets organisational 
needs more precisely. The Enterprise Edition is the fully customisable version of the Standard Edition. A Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS) is included to display land use, monitoring stations, water sources, suppliers, 
site facilities, harvested crops, and shipped agriculture products on geographical maps for visual reference. The 
OASIS-EE is designed to be integrated with the organisation’s existing business and scientific information systems. 
The result may be additional computer servers operating in the organisation’s facility, virtual servers managed in 
a cloud-based infrastructure solution, or a mix of physical and virtual servers in a virtual private network. Consult-
ing can be provided to assess the organisation’s environment and needs and to develop an implementation plan. 
The Enterprise Edition is licensed for perpetual use and unlimited users at $4,995 per CPU. The cost for any 
computer server, operating system software, and relational database management system software is not included.

Features and Benefits
Same product features in the Standard Edition (See the Standard Edition) and these additions:
Complete Customisation Modification of the source code of the Standard Edition (in its entirety)  

to fit needs and requirements for a specific organisation
Dedicated Database of Choice Customer’s choice of an enterprise-grade relational database  

management system from IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, or another provider
Systems Integration Deep and secure integration with a specific organisation’s 

existing business and scientific information systems
Private Network Access Restricted Web access within the boundary of a 

specific organisation’s corporate computer network
Geographic Information System Visual display and spatial relationship of farm plots, water sources, produc-

tion facilities, and agriculture products overlaid on geographical maps
SMS Text Messaging Extended feature of private messaging to send SMS 

text messages to registered users’ mobile phones
Farm Equipment Data Transfer Transfer data records at pre-determined settings (automatically or 

manually) from farm machines equipped with computer systems
Business Partner 
Information Exchange

Exchange specified data records at pre-determined intervals 
with the authorised computer systems of business partners
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